CLASSIFIED
BBCF OPERATION FREEDOM CHALLENGE

WARNING ORDER 0001

TASK ORGANIZATION

I. Situation

• A. Enemy Forces- Anti-health Forces from the countries of Summerboredom and Adiposia have rallied together with enemy combatants from the terrorist organizations Fahntlayzih and Ahmtootahrd, in an effort to discourage potential health and fitness levels of friendly forces during the summer of 2016 (commonly known as the summer offensive). These forces have been known to target the weak-hearted and low disciplined personnel.

• B. Friendly Forces- All Coalition Athletes and support personnel from local and surrounding areas.
  • Higher's Mission & Intent- Increase work load potential through high intensity training.
  • Adjacent Units
  • No adjacent units available
  • Supporting- BBCF Coaches and Support Staff

C. Civil/Terrain considerations- Flat and level to rolling terrain
II. Mission

• A. Your team of 4 health liberators (2 men/2 women) will successfully complete a grueling mission comprised of running, river navigation in zodiac, road marching, log carrying, buddy carrying, low crawling, monkey bar traversing, tire flipping, sled pushing, and rope climbing on 23 JULY 2016 starting at 0800hrs and continuing to 1300hrs, at Bare Bones CrossFit, 1204 F&G Deer St, Yorkville, IL 60560, in order to defeat Summerboredom and Adiposia and interfere with ongoing operations of the Fahtnlayzih and Ahmtootahrd combatants during the Summer Offensive.

III. Execution - DETAILS REGARDING WEIGHTS AND DISTANCES WILL FOLLOW IN FRAGO (FRAGMENTARY ORDER)

MORE TO FOLLOW IN OPERATIONS ORDER

- OPERATIONS ORDER WILL BE OUT NLT 15 JUNE 2016

IV. Service and Support

MORE TO FOLLOW IN OPERATIONS ORDER

V. Command/Signal

MORE TO FOLLOW IN OPERATIONS ORDER